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Traditional steps in airline scheduling

1. timetable is determined

2. fleet assignment

3. crew pairing

4. crew rostering

Usually done by different departments.
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The two main steps of optimization

1) Model the problem, i.e. define it and formulate it so that a

suitable algorithm can accept it.

2) Solve the resulting problem.

Both steps can be very challenging for large and complex real

world problems. The steps must be carefully interfaced.

What is an optimization problem?

Minimize

the objective function

over

the set of feasible solutions

Example: shortest path problem

Minimize

the length

over

all paths from a to b in a graph



Mathematical optimization

Minimize

x1+ 3 x2 +x3

subject to

x1+x2=1

x1+2 x3 <= 2

xi binary

Good standard software available

Standard optimization models in

transportation

Polynomial:

• Assignment, transportation, transshipment.

• Single depot vehicle scheduling (SDVSP, scheduling= tasks fixed in time).

(can all be translated into network flow)

More difficult (polynomial or exponential depending on details):

• Multiple depot vehicle scheduling (translates into multicommodity flow).

• Shortest path with time windows and/or resource constraints (use dynamic
programming),

• Vehicle routing (VRP), Vehicle routing with time windows (VRPTW),
pickup/delivery, … (try greedy+local search or two step approach),



Very difficult to model the rules

mathematically.

Rules are defined in an

application specific rule language

(RAVE).

Compiles to test functions in C

code.

Rules can be changed and tried

out by users anytime!

RULE max_duty =

%duty% <= 9:00;

REMARK “Maximal
duty”;

END

Optimization - Carmen Rave
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Standard methods for solving transport

optimization problems

1. Time-space networks and network flow, or special cases

thereof (assignment, transportation, transshipment)

2. Construction heuristics with greedy and local search

3. Two-step approach for general task scheduling: generate

separate paths first, then optimize how to combine them.

Column generation

Attention to small details and special properties of the problem at

hand is cruical for best performance.





Crew scheduling

Main design conflict:

rule modelling versus

optimization

Try to separate them!
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How solve the large problems?

• Selection of daily subproblems.

• Generator search heuristics. E.g. generate pairings

that follow the aircraft.

• Special purpose algorithm for the large optimization

problems (10^6 variables, 10^4 constraints).

• Heuristic solution to deadheading

More recent developments

Send feedback from optimizer to generator.

The idea is to get new pairings that may improve
current solution (solve constrained shortest path
problem in generator).

Nice mathematical theory but tricky in practice.

A challenge to integrate with the separate rule system.
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What happens

when we run this

simple algorithm?

Coordinate

search in dual

space



The heuristic

Now it suddenly

works!

(weighted 8-queens

problem)



Sweep mechanism

Performance

Same general picture

supported by regular

benchmarking (2004)



 

“Carmen is one of the best investments we 

have ever made”

British Airways

Client Statement
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Optimization trends

10 years ago - an overnight run,

today - within seconds.

Combined effect of faster algorithms and faster computers.

This makes it possible to:

 improve modelling detail (gives larger problems)

 integrate planning steps (gives larger problems)

 approach day-of-operation planning (requires faster
optimizers)
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